381. Constitutional Law I.—The judicial interpretation and enforcement of written constitutions; the three departments of government; the federal system; powers of the national government other than the power to regulate commerce; interstate and foreign commerce. The course will be given as a part of New-Plan course 340. A course examination will be given for students taking this part only of course 340 as an Old-Plan course. Dodd, *Cases on Constitutional Law*. C. Autumn, SEARS, KERWIN.

382. Constitutional Law II.—Constitutional provisions affecting the rights of individuals and corporations; privileges and immunities of citizens of the U.S.; due process, and equal protection of the law; eminent domain; retroactive law in civil cases; citizenship; political and social rights; personal liberty; civil and criminal justice; constitutional revisions and amendments. The course will be given as a part of New-Plan course 340. The examination for students taking this work as an Old-Plan course will consist of specified questions in the second-year comprehensive examination. Dodd, *Cases on Constitutional Law*. C. Summer, Winter (2 hours), Spring (2 hours), SEARS.

383. Administrative Law.—Administrative power and action; orders; discretion; notice and hearing; examining powers; summary action; form and proof of acts; relief against administrative action; action against officers and against the community; extraordinary legal remedies; equitable relief; appeal; administrative finality. Freund, *Cases on Administrative Law* (2d ed.). C. Spring, SEARS.

390. Comparative Law.—Contracts: Protection of expectations in American law compared with German and French law, especially in doctrines of consideration, mistake, interpretation, and impossibility. Mimeographed materials. C. Winter, RHEINSTEIN, SHARP.

391. Conflict of Laws.—(a) Jurisdiction: sources of law and comity; territorial jurisdiction; jurisdiction in rem and in personam; (b) remedies, rights of action, and procedure; (c) creation of rights: personal rights; rights of property; inheritance; obligations *ex delicto* and *ex contractu*; (d) recognition and enforcement of rights: personal relations; property; inheritance; administration of estates; judgments; obligations. Beale, *Cases on Conflict of Law* (2d ed.), Vols. I and II. C's. Autumn (3 hours), Winter (3 hours) (the first half of this course may be taken separately by students preparing to graduate in December), BIGELOW.

**SEMINAR COURSES**

490. Seminar in Comparative Law.—Sociology of Law. Individual research in selected problems. 1/2C. Spring, RHEINSTEIN.

**THE SUMMER QUARTER, 1938**

(The Summer Quarter begins on June 20 and ends on August 26)

321. Negotiable Instruments and Banking.—1/2Cs. LEVI.

327. Suretyship.—1/2C. MERRILL.

353. Quasi-contracts.—C. MERRILL.

382. Constitutional Law II.—C. SEARS.

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

**MEMORIAL FUNDS**

*The John P. Wilson Professorship of Law.*—This professorship was established in 1929 by Mr. John P. Wilson, Jr., a member of the Chicago Bar, and Mrs. Anna W. Dickinson, as a memorial to their father, Mr. John P. Wilson, who was for many years an eminent member and leader of the Chicago Bar.
The Max Pam Professorship of Comparative Law.—This professorship was established in 1935 by the Trustees under the last will and testament of Mr. Max Pam in memory of Mr. Pam, who was for many years an eminent member and leader of the Chicago Bar.

The James Parker Hall Professorship of Law.—This professorship was established by the Alumni of the Law School in memory of James Parker Hall, who was from 1904 to 1928 the Dean of the Law School and an outstanding legal scholar.

The James Nelson Raymond Memorial Fund.—This fund was established in 1929 by Mrs. Anna L. Raymond as a memorial to her husband, James Nelson Raymond, for many years one of the leading manufacturers of Chicago. The income from the fund is used for the purchase of books for the University of Chicago Law Library.

The Wallace Heckman Memorial Fund.—This fund was established in 1929 by Mrs. Wallace Heckman as a memorial to her husband, Mr. Wallace Heckman, the Business Manager of the University from 1903 to 1924. The income from the fund is used for the purchase of books for the University of Chicago Law Library.

LAW REVIEW

The University of Chicago Law Review, founded in 1933, is published as a quarterly under the management of student editors with assistance from the Faculty. Membership on the Board of Editors is one of the highest honors obtainable in the Law School and a most desirable recommendation for employment after graduation. Positions as competitors are open to approximately the fifteen highest ranking first-year students. The Board of Editors is composed of third-year students chosen from the foremost competitors.

ORDER OF THE COIF

The Order of the Coif is a national law-school honor society, founded to encourage scholarship and to advance the ethical standards of the legal profession. Its members are selected during the Spring Quarter each year from the 10 per cent of the third-year class who rank highest in scholarship.

LAW SCHOOL BAR ASSOCIATION

The University of Chicago Law School Bar Association is an affiliated branch of the Illinois State Bar Association. Membership in the association is open to any student in the Law School, and the officers are chosen
from the student body. A number of meetings are held every year at which judges or distinguished members of the bar give informal talks upon matters of professional interest.

PRIZES

The Wig and Robe, one of the Law School societies, offers an annual prize of $100 to the student who ranks highest in the work of the first two years of the School. To be eligible for this prize a student must have completed at least five and not more than seven quarters of work in residence in the Law School and must have taken and passed examinations in an average of three courses a quarter during that time. A student's average is computed upon all the work, not exceeding six quarters, upon which he has taken examinations while in the School.

The Chicago Chapter of Nu Beta Epsilon Law Fraternity offers a scholarship cup, possession of which remains in the Law School, to be awarded each spring, together with a small replica of the cup, to the first-year law student who has made the highest standing during the past year.

SCHOLARSHIPS

Raymond Scholarships.—Established in 1930 by Mrs. Anna L. Raymond in memory of her husband, James Nelson Raymond. There are three scholarships, each of about $500 a year. These are awarded to needy students whose work is of a character to give evidence of high legal ability.

Leo F. Wormser Scholarships.—Established in 1935 by friends of Leo F. Wormser as a memorial to him. Mr. Wormser was a graduate of the Law School and a distinguished member of the Chicago Bar. Three scholarships, each paying full tuition, are awarded annually from this fund.

Twenty-fifth Anniversary Scholarship.—A scholarship contribution made annually by the class which graduated from the Law School twenty-five years previously. It may be awarded as a unit or divided between two students.

University Scholarships.—University scholarships, each yielding a portion of the tuition fees for an academic year, are awarded to meritorious Law School students needing financial assistance. Preference is given to students of high rank. A certain number of these University scholarships are reserved for meritorious students of high rank entering the Law School. Certain services are required in return for these scholarships.
Scholarship awards for the Summer Quarter and for the following academic year are made on May fifteenth of each year. Applications should be made in due form upon an application blank which may be secured from the office of the Dean of the Law School.

The La Verne Noyes Foundation, established July 5, 1918, by the gift of Mr. La Verne Noyes, provides part tuition fees for students who (1) shall themselves have served in the Army or Navy of the United States in the war for liberty into which the Republic entered on April 6, 1917, providing that such service was terminated by honorable discharge; or (2) shall be descendants by blood of anyone who served in the Army or Navy of the United States in said war, provided that such service was terminated by an honorable death or an honorable discharge.

The stipulated period of service for eligibility at the present time is a minimum of five months. Assistance for students eligible to receive aid from the Noyes Foundation is granted at all levels of the College, the Divisions, and the Professional Schools.

La Verne Noyes Scholarships are awarded for one quarter only at a time but upon reapplication are continued during the student’s period of residence in the University. Reapplication consists of an oral or written statement to the secretary (Cobb Lecture Hall, Room 203) that the scholarship is desired for a given quarter. Students in residence should make a request for the next quarter at the time of receiving the voucher at the beginning of any quarter, or, in case of uncertainty, as soon as plans are formulated, but not later than two weeks in advance of the opening of the quarter. Students not in residence are required to make application in writing not less than two weeks in advance of the opening of the quarter.

FELLOWSHIPS

James Nelson Raymond Fellowship.—The James Nelson Raymond Fellowship was created in 1933 and 1934 by Mrs. Anna Louise Raymond in memory of her husband. The income is awarded to a graduate student in law whose record gives satisfactory evidence of a capacity for distinguished work in legal investigation or research.

University Fellowships.—Several fellowships are available to candidates for the degree of J.S.D. and may be awarded to suitable applicants in the discretion of the Law Faculty.

Applications for the award of Fellowships should be made not later than March 1. Directions for making such applications will be sent upon request.
There are numerous loan funds established through the generosity of various friends of the Law School. Loans may be obtained from these funds by Law School students upon a proper showing of the need of financial assistance. Such loans are available only to students who have had at least three quarters of residence in the School.

The Ernst Freund Loan Fund was established in 1922 by the late Professor Ernst Freund, and since his death has been augmented by other contributions.

The James Parker Hall Loan Fund was established by the alumni of the Law School, in memory of the late Dean Hall.

The Floyd R. Mechem Loan Fund for Law Students was established in 1921 by the late Professor Floyd R. Mechem.

The Anna Louise Raymond Loan Fund was established by Mrs. Anna L. Raymond in 1932 for the benefit of students in the Law School, preference to be given to women students.

The Julius Rosenthal Fund was established in 1903 by Judge Julian W. Mack in memory of Julius Rosenthal.

The Clark B. Whittier Law Loan Fund was established by Professor Clark B. Whittier in recognition of his previous connection with the University of Chicago Law School as a member of its Faculty.

University Tuition Loan Funds.—The University has established a loan fund from which loans may be made to students in need of financial assistance. The amount of the loan is limited to one-half of the student’s tuition charge. The loans bear interest at 5 per cent, are not for over one year, but may on proper showing be extended.

SELF-HELP

Many students earn a portion of their expenses while in the University. The city of Chicago affords many opportunities for employment, and there are limited opportunities for remunerative work within the University. While, of course, the University can make no guaranty of employment, it endeavors to find opportunities for work for students who need it. All inquiries regarding self-help for students should be addressed to the Board of Vocational Guidance and Placement, University of Chicago.

Members of the Faculty have occasion from time to time to employ students of outstanding ability to assist them in research work.